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April 6th marks an anniversary that most Rwandans--and indeed the  world--would 
rather forget. It's the 12th anniversary of the genocide in  Rwanda, which lasted for 
three months. In that time, 800,000 Tutsi and  moderate Hutu lost their lives, while 
thousands more were irreversibly  affected by those crimes. 

It's these survivors --the victims, génocidaires, and those  involved distributing justice--
whom Robert Lyons and Scott Straus turn  their undivided attention to in the new book 
Intimate Enemy: Images and  Voices of the Rwandan Genocide. The abstract and 
horrific concept of  genocide is rendered vulnerably human in the dozens of faces and  
corresponding stories of the men, women and even children who  participated in the 
killings, or who lived through the ordeal (men who  survived attempted murder, and 
women who were raped while their families  were killedWhile raw, unanalyzed 
interviews given by these Rwandans with  Scott Straus, an expert on violence in Africa, 
open the book, it's the  striking black and white portraits taken by Robert Lyons which 
are so  absorbing. Over 59 faces stand alone on the pages --some defiant, some  
confused, others filled with guilt and grief-- uncluttered by their  names or details. You 
can almost guess at their stories, before turning  to the back pages revealing their 
names and predicaments. Photography this poignant is a good reminder that a picture  
really can speak a thousand words. This is a hauntingly beautiful book.
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Candida Hofer wants to be alone. Hey, no problem. After 30 years in the limelight, her 
fame paves the way. When she asks to shoot an empty library, concert hall or museum, 
gatekeepers hand her the keys. Organized by Florida’s Norton Museum of Art and 
California State University Museum in Long Beach, “Candida Hofer: Architecture of 
Absence” hangs in the hallway at the Frye, a minor space for a major figure.She’s one 
of Hilla and Bernd Becher’s most celebrated students from the Düsseldorf Academy in 
the 1970s. Using a brutally reductive vocabulary, the Bechers articulated the serial 
rhythms of industrial structure. Their students took the Becher approach uptown, 
rejecting the raw in favor of the florid. 
 
Some hit gold with sumptuous serialism. Hofer’s the weak link. She’s responsible for 
some notable pictures, but none of the images root into the content and wake you 
up.This is Hofer’s first North American Retrospective, although she’s in frequent gallery 
rotation, including at Seattle’s Winston Wachter.What Jay Gatsby said about Daisy’s 
voice, that it was full of money, is true of Hofer’s photos. They cushion the world instead 
of cracking it open.Remarkably, the Henry also is hosting photos that explore people-
free, domestic spaces. Curated by Sara Krajewski from the Henry collection, “The 
Empty Room” throws in relief what’s wrong with Hofer’s efforts. Krajewski’s 
photographers don’t need to print big and decorate with color. Fourteen small, nearly all 
black and white photos fit into one little gallery without crowding and bring widely 
carrying worldviews into sharp focus.The only light in Lee Friedlander’s “Philadelphia” 
comes from a TV set. On the screen is a beautiful young woman. If this is your room, 
she’s looking through you. If this is your room, she’s out of your reach. 

Ralph Gibson’s untitled print presents a room as a lover. The corners of its walls are her 
thighs, pressing together, their tops shadowed into intimacy. 
The gold streak in Gordon Matta Clark’s “Splitting” is not a reflection. That’s daylight 
pouring through the vertical slit the artist made by hacking into the wall. Talk about 
activating empty space. Adam Barto’s “U.N. Room” is deliberately drab to set off its 
radiant core. Subtle color saves the scene from itself, warming the chairs and making 
the silver lamp and ashtray glow. Evelyn Hofer’s “Two Chairs, London” suggests a cozy 
couple own them. Wearing identical baggy sweaters, they’re in the kitchen, making tea. 
Leland D. Rice inflects a dark wall with smoke. A white door on the right waits for you to 
walk through and change your life. 
Christopher Rauschenberg uses light as a club. You know it’s just light, but you have the 
uneasy feeling that some brute might bring it down on you. 

Robert Lyons’ “Siwa Oasis” is about beauty, how in some cultures it’s a given. This bar 
has a mud floor, but its walls are pink and baby blue, and its windows run a spectrum. 
Look closely, and you’ll see, along the Arabic writing, palm trees and roses. Everybody 



in this exhibit is worth noting. Besides those mentioned above, “The Empty Room” 
includes Steve Kahn, Andre Kertesz, Joanne Leonard and Philip Melnick 
























